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Abstract. The researches on Supply Chain are mainly about the 
conjunction mechanism and efficiency in Integrated Supply Chain to 
enhance its competitiveness and the cooperation between its members. 
But most of those belong to the standard finance field, and few about the 
factors of human mental or psychology. We studied the satisfaction 
degree models of customer with mental account based on the customer 
satisfaction degree (CSD) model and found they are too simplified, not 
reasonable and inaccurate. This paper suggests a CSD model based on 
multi artificial psychology accounts, which quantify exact customer 
psychology using cognition and artificial psychology methods, and then 
describes an ISC bi-level distribution network model based on this CSD 
model. 

1 Introduction 

A typical supply chain consists of three fundamental stages: material 
procurement, production and distribution. Procurement and production are 
highlighted under traditional manufacture environment. Since the early 1980s, 
the focus of supply chain management has been moving towards the demand 
side [1-3], and supply chains are becoming "demand chains" driven by the 
market and customers. The researches on Supply Chain are mainly about the 
conjunction mechanism and efficiency in Integrated Supply Chain to enhance its 
competitiveness and the cooperation between its members since year 2000 [4, 5], 
typically the researches on bi-level distribution network. But most of those 
belong to the standard finance field, and few about the factors of human 
psychology. We studied the satisfaction degree models of customer [6, 7] with 
mental account based on the CSD model and found they are too simplified, not 
reasonable and inaccurate. For example, simple mental classification in Multiple 
Mental Account researches of a consumer like "conservative" and "risky" is 
obviously not enough for a clothes supply chain system, and more accurate and 
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effective method are needed to satisfy the customer. Our project aims to improve 
the customer satisfaction level/degree and increase the enterprise's competitive 
power through cognitive and artificial psychology technologies. 

This paper analyzes the multi psychology accounts structure of consumers in 
section 2. Section 3 presents a customer satisfaction degree model based on 
artificial psychology, which quantify exact customer psychology using cognition 
and artificial psychology methods. Section 4 describes a chance constrained 
programming model of the ISC bi-level distribution network based on artificial 
psychology. The conclusions are stated in section 5. 

2 The Multi Psychology Accounts of Consumers 
The optimization problem of the ISC bi-level distribution network has gone 
beyond the field of traditional standard finance. Behavioral Portfolio theory [8] 
and Affective Computing theory will help to its solving, from which we describe 
bi-level distribution network design problem [9] under distributed multi-
manufacturer, multi-distributor and multi psychology accounts of multi-
consumer scenarios as figure 1. The decision psychology of a user is a 
hierarchical structure. So the irrational optimization problem of the ISC bi-level 
distribution network can be translated into one of optimizing customer demands 
with multi psychology accounts. 
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Fig. 8. An ISC bi-level distribution network model with multi psychology accounts of 
consumer 

3 A CSD Model Based on Multi Artificial Psychology 
Accounts 

3.1 Analysis of Customer Psychology Accounts 

To model customer's multi psychology accounts, the first thing we should do is 
to find how many accounts there are. This can be got from history transaction 
files through data preparation and clustering [10, 11]. 

Each user session in a user session file can be thought of in two ways; either 
as a single transaction of many page references, or a set of many transactions 
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each consisting of a single page reference. The goal of transaction identification 
is to dynamically create meaningful clusters of references for each user. 

Clustering algorithms are effective for this situation. We consider using a 
multivariate k-means algorithm [10] which calls k-means algorithm time and 
again to obtain transaction clusters. 

K-means is one of the simplest unsupervised learning algorithms that solve 
the well known clustering problem. The procedure follows a simple and easy 
way to classify a given data set through a certain number of clusters (assume k 
clusters) fixed a priori. The main idea is to define k centroids, one for each 
cluster. These centroids shoud be placed in a cunning way because of different 
location causes different result. So, the better choice is to place them as much as 
possible far away from each other. The next step is to take each point belonging 
to a given data set and associate it to the nearest centroid. When no point is 
pending, the first step is completed and an early groupage is done. At this point 
we need to re-calculate k new centroids as barycenters of the clusters resulting 
from the previous step. After we have these k new centroids, a new binding has 
to be done between the same data set points and the nearest new centroid. A loop 
has been generated. As a result of this loop we may notice that the k centroids 
change their location step by step until no more changes are done. In other words 
centroids do not move any more. 

3.2 Modeling of Customer Artificial Psychology 

To illustrate the modeling of customer artificial psychology clearly, we take one 
cluster to consider first. Based on Cooley's user model [11] the user query and 
answer in user transaction file and user cognitive queries files is enhanced with 
cognitive psychology and the subjective expected utility is assigned. Considering 
the utilities for different combinations of preferences within a query a trade-off 
between query complexity or processing costs and an expected improvement of 
the query result has to be optimized. This query is processed by the database 
retrieval system and the results are returned to the user. 

The modeling work is based on Quanfification Theory I [10] and factor 
analysis theory. Firstly, there is a user preference value correspondence with the 
adjacent pair, and we call them average of the representative pairs. We can get 
the average value through questionnaire. 

Y = h'i yi ••• ynY 0) 
Then we can measure the characters of the items or products like value (0-

100) of cold or warm. The corresponding reactor matrix is: 

(2) 

^4l) ... d,{\r] S,[%^ ... ^[Ir^ ... 4 M ... 4^mr:!i 
4(U) ... 4(1;;) Sj?^ ... 4Zr,) ... ^ M ... 4mrJ 

^iu)... 4ir;} 4zi)... sM ... 4M ... 4mrj 

Then each case can be written in the form of reactor matrix. According to 
Quantification Theory I : 
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b = (TX)~^TY (3) 
Now we obtain the quantification relationship of the adjective pairs and 

the case, with Y is a column vector in formula 1 and its value is the average 
of the previously evaluation corresponding to an adjective pair. Here X is the 
reactor matrix in formula 2. All values of b correspond with the adjective 
pairs can be obtained. By replacing b with its expression, we can calculate 
the evaluation Y of case with the help of the predictive formula 

Y = Xb W 
Subject to: 

l-^ > 0.85 (5) 

i=\ 

Y is the predicted value of a certain customer's satisfaction degree to a 

certain product in a certain psychology account. 

3.3 A CSD Model Based on Multi Artificial Psychology and Utility 

Theory 

Customer artificial psychology built in section 3.2 can not be used directly in 
ISC bi-level distribution network design. With the above foundation we 
propose a customer satisfaction degree model based on artificial psychology 
and utility theory. It can be described as following: 

The customer satisfaction degree of customer / in psychology account 
P relative to account r as following: 

n , . 

^ipr = Z ^ik • Wipk - ^irk ) (6) 
k=\ 

Where Xyj^ is the satisfaction value of customer /' 's psychology account 

j to character k of the product, a^j^ is satisfaction degree coefficient: 

n 
0<ajj^ <\,SL^ajj^ =1 and u{x) is the utility function. u(x)>0 as 

k=l 

x>0 and u(x) < 0 as x < 0 . And Xjj is the predicted customer 

satisfaction y in formula 4. 

4 A Psychology-based Chance Constrained Programming 

Mode of ISC Bi-level Distribution Network 

The following notation is used in the model for ISC bi-level distribution network 
design. 

Decision variables 
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Xj^l = the amount shipped from manufacturer k to distribution center / . 

yil = binary variables, denote whether it is a distribution center. 

yiy. = binary variables, denote whether ship products from distribution 

center / to distributor r . 

dy. = random variables, the demand amount of customer region r . 

ff^ = random variables, the production capacity of manufacturer k. 

Constants 

Qj^l = unit cost of shipping from manufacturer k to distribution center / . 

6/ = fixed cost of constructing distribution center / . 

Ml = fixed cost of constructing distributor / . 

Cif. = unit cost of shipping from distribution center / to distributor r . 
Then we can convert the modeling problem of the ISC bi-level distribution 

network with multi psychology accounts into one of expected value goal 
programming with chance constrains according to Zhao Xiaoyu's researches 
[12]. 

Model 
(K L N L N 1 

mm 
[k=\hi i=\ k=ii=i 

Subject to: 

I 

1 
i=\ M J V 

(8) 

L 
Y^Xk,<fk,k = \,2,--;K; (9) 
/=i 

N L 

Y.yu=L,'Yjyir=^^r = \,2,--;K; (lO) 
/=1 M 
N 

Y,yirAN-\)yii,i = \X-,N- (11) 

N N 

Yj^ryir ^2]^^/'^'"l'2,---,Z; (12) 

Xki>0,yi, e ( 0 , l ) , V ^ , / , r o (13) 

5 Conclusions 

Customer satisfaction degree (CSD) model in ISC bi-level distribution network 
design problem considering customer psychology is investigated in this paper. It 
describes the hierarchical structure of customer psychology, presents the method 
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to model customer artificial psychology, proposes a customer satisfaction degree 
model based on multi artificial psychology accounts, and then converts the 
optimization problem of the ISC bi-level distribution network with multi 
psychology accounts into one of expected value goal programming model with 
chance constrains, and the implementing and optimization in a real ISC bi-level 
distribution network of this model will be our future works. 

This model covers the following features by considering customer's multi 
psychologies: more consistency with customer, higher customer satisfaction 
degree, reasonable optimization and adaptability to demanding waves under 
bounded rationality of customers. 
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